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How do you conduct a test of a new theatre

Panda

Affair’),

written

concept for your audience if you want to get

Damgaard, is a comedy targeting the relation

information about the audience’s perception of

between

it? Marie Lundgård, head of communication at

through a pharmaceutical industry relation.

China

and

by

Maj

Denmark

Rørbæk
mirrored

theatre GROB asked ‘A Suitcase of Methods’
for help to conduct at survey in the spring

The

10-minutes

GROB-starter

‘Synkron’

2016.

(‘Synchronized’), was written and staged by
Anastasia Nørlund as a part of GROW; the

Theatre GROB wanted to test a new concept,

theatre GROB’s development platform for

‘the GROB-starter’ a 10 minute long one-act

young unschooled theatre talents. As the main

play introducing new young playwrights and

performance of the evening, it was a comedy,

actors, just before the main performance of

but taking place in the changing room of a

the evening. They were concerned about how

public swimming pool albeit a very different

the short performance would affect the

location than the main performance of the

perception of the main performance of the

evening.

evening.

synchronized swimming – thematically far

The

theme

was

friendship

and

away from the political themes in the main
Two plays- two worlds

performance. Instead of letting wet swimmers

The main performance ‘Panda affæren’ (‘The

sit in the set design of ‘Panda affæren’, the
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young actors were using the proscenium and

starter and 50 responses from evenings

the stairs in the auditorium and an additional

without

light design was created. Immediately after the

respondents aged either 18-25 years or 56-65

young actors leaved the stage, the light would

years. There was a slight overweight of female

change and the other play begin. The director

respondents (65/66 %)The questionnaire was

and three actors of the main performance had

divided

all agreed on the test of the new concept on a

demographic information, practical questions

number of performances. The audiences did

such as the duration and transsision from one

not know that they were to experience the

play to another and finally a comparison of the

GROB-starter in advance. While seated in the

impression of the evening and the impression

auditorium, the artistic director, Per Scheel-

of

Krüger,

spectators own words. To many of the

would

present

this

‘additional

experience’ and explain the ambition of the

the

GROB-starter).

into

the

three

theatre

sort

Most

of

described

of

the

questions:

through

the

question it was a possibility to fill in blanks.

theatre of helping young theatre practitioners
Questionnaire:

by creating a platform for them to present.

-

Sex

-

Age

Research design

-

Postal code

In

-

How was the performance of the evening (scale

order

to

test

how

the

GROB-starter

from 0-10) and possibility to explain

influenced the entire theatre experience we

-

ended up with a research design that was

How was your experience of the entire evening
at the theatre? (scale from 0-10 and open text

conducted not only when the GROB-starter

box)
-

was added, but also at evenings where only

How

did

you

find

the

duration

of

the

performance (too short, just right, too long)? And

the main performance would play. In that way

open text box.

it became possible to compare the audience’s

-

To which degree did your theatre experience

perception of the entire evening and of the

tonight correlate to your expectations (scale 0-

play. Together with GROB we developed a

10) and an open text box.
-

survey that was spread in analogue paperform

all

over

performance

the

on

foyer/bar

four

after

evenings.

It

experience (open text box).

the

-

was
-

handing

over

Would you recommend the performance of the
evening to others (scale 0-10) ?

confronted with the survey and pencils were
When

Mention three words that describe the venue
(open text box).

impossible to sit at a table without being
available.

Mention three words that describe your theatre

-

the

Would you recommend the venue to some one
(scale 0-10)?

questionnaire to the staff the audience were

Without the 10-minutes format/GROB-starter:

offered bonbons. There was a very cosy

-

(yes, no, don’t know). And open text box.

ambience in the foyer and bar area. Many

With the 10 minutes format/GROB-starter

audiences took the time to fill out the formula.
In

total

123

persons

answered

Would you like to see a GROB-starter to day?

-

the

To what degree to you think that the GROBstarter

added

something

to

your

theatre

experience (scale 0-10) and possibility to explain.

questionnaires (73 responses with GROB-
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-

To which degree do you find the GROB-starter

words to describe the performance in the two

disturbing (Scale 0-10) and possibility to explain.
-

different forms almost were similar: intense,

Did you from the introduction to the GROB-

entertaining, fun, exciting and happy.

starter understand what was going to happen
(yes, no, don’t know).
-

How did you find the duration of the GROBstarter (too short, just fine, too long).

-

How did you find the time of transmission from
GROB-starter and the main performance? (Too
short, just fine, too long)

-

Did the GROB-starter affect your experience
with the main performance? If yes, how? (open
text box)

-

Would you like to see a GROB-starter next time
Fig 1: Q: Mention three words that describe your theatre

you visit the venue? (yes, don’t know, yes).

experience. Results from evenings with GROB-starter

Rating on a scale
There is an on going discussion on which scale
captures the experience the best: a scale with
5, 7 or 11 options. All three scales have in
common that they have a neutral point. By
giving more options the aim is to give space for
more intuitive answers. In this case an 11-step
scale was used. When using scales it is
important to do some sort of variation in the

Fig 2: Q: Mention three words that describe your theatre

way the questionnaire is composed so it

experience. Results from evenings without GROB-starter.

becomes playful and the respondent is kept
But when it comes to describe the perception

awake. Through the rating scale it was possible

of the venue the description differs much

to see a change in the rating of the main

more, and in general very few uses the same

performance of the evening that might have

words. On evenings with the GROB-starter the

something to do with the GROB-starter. When
the

GROB-starter

played

the

five

main

most

frequently

used

‘innovative’,

words

were

performance was rated between 8-9, and

‘experimenting’,

‘interesting’,

without it was rated to 10.

‘quality’ and ‘creative’. But without the GROBstarter the five most frequently used words
were ‘cosy’, ‘intimate’, ‘small’, ‘alternative’, ‘high

Using descriptive words
between

service-level’. The image seems to be affected

audience’s expectations to the venue and the

by the GROB-starter in a way that places the

In

order

to

find

the

relation

perception of the theatre as quite innovative.

experience of the evening the audience was

This might either have something to do with

asked to write three words down.

the GROB-starter itself or the introduction by

What was interesting is that the most used
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the artistic director. In order to measure the

thing about by subscribing (årskort). You see

impact

something you would not have seen on your

or

difference

between

the

two

performance set-ups this gave a new insight.

own, and it was a really positive surprise’.
Sum m ing up
In general the audiences really enjoyed the
format. The GROB-starter is interesting from
different perspectives. It is a sympathetic
project

to

introduce

young

theatre

practitioners to the audience, but it might also
be useful in other cases. As Marie Lundgård
explains ‘since it was such a success, we have
been wondering if we could use it on the main

Fig. 3: Q: Mention three words that describe the venue.

performances to come as a live trailer’. The

Results from evenings without GROB-starter.

challenge for theatres is that the production
usually just is ready at the premiere. To show a
trailer might therefor be difficult. The only
exception is when it comes to re-premieres.
Another challenge is the genre: In the case of
this study it was in both cases a comedy.
And what happens if the scenography is used
for both performances?
Maybe other theatres would like to take the
Fig. 4: Q: Mention three words that describe the venue.

risk and test other new formats and gather

Results from evenings with GROB-starter.

systematic information from their audience.

The open text box
By adding open text boxes the respondents
where given the opportunity to comment
freely on their experience. This gives not only
insight to the perception of the play e.g. that
the actors are great, but also knowledge about
practicalities such as access to toilets, facilities
in the foyer, the temperature in the auditorium
and

audibility.

And

sometimes

even

information that can be used commercially
such as ‘I did not expect a lot – it is normally not
my type of performance, but that is the good
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